Abstract-In the pre-Qin Dynasty, object preposition is a common syntactic phenomenon in Chinese word order, such as "for you alone to take the responsibilities", "what do you mean", and "is there anything wrong". The paper focuses on the analysis of the object preposition in the sentence pattern of "What is X of V?" in Chinese about the property of "X", syntactic characteristics of this sentence pattern and its historical evolution.
INTRODUCTION
The ancient and modern Chinese word order generally puts subject at front and predicate in the rear; verb at front and object in the rear. In pre-Qin Chinese word order, there is a common syntactic phenomenon: object preposition, such as "for you alone to take the responsibilities", "what do you mean" and "is there anything wrong". The paper focuses on the analysis of the object preposition in the sentence pattern of "何 X 之 V" (What is X of V? in Chinese). This sentence pattern mainly appears in interrogative sentence. It is a rhetorical question idiom in the pre-Qin period.
II. WORDS AND PHRASES THAT COULD ACT AS "X"
A. X Is A Substantive.
(1) The State of Jin regards us as an adjacent county rather than a country. How come we are not angry about that? (Zuo Zhuan · Zhao 19) ( 2) The State of Shu has given me favor. How dare I ally with you? (Zuo Zhuan · Zhao 7) (3) The King said: "I"m sure to abolish it. Why should I ally with the State of Qi? (Zuo Zhuan · Zhao 13) (4) He replied: "just like a child couldn"t find his mother in the half way. How can there be regulation?" (Book of Rites · Za Ji) (5) What kind of method do you use? (Chuang-tzu · Shan Mu)
In the above examples, "X" is acted as common noun, such as, "country", "method", and noun phrase like "regulation", as well as proper noun "the State of Shu" and "the State of Qi". It is very common for "X" to serve as noun.
In addition, "X" is a personal pronoun in example (1). In the above examples, "X" is acted as adjective, such as, "shabby" and "late", verb, such as "give up" and "forgive", and verb phase, such as, "perish and die".
In the course of the investigation, the author also found that "X" is mostly a single syllable. Verb is basically a single syllable. In addition, there are 3 examples of interrogative pronouns that is not "何". Secondly, within the scope of the study, "何 X 之 有" accounts the largest proportion in the pattern of "何 X 之 V", and followed by "何 X 之 为". Except for in "何 X 之 有" and "何 X 之 为", "X" is a substantive.
Thirdly, except for the verb "有", it can add auxiliary verbs or adverbs before other verbs, such as, "敢", "能" and "不". Last, at the end of the sentence we could place a modal particle, such as "乎", "焉" and "矣".
IV. THE RELEVANT EXPLANATIONS OF THE SYNTACTIC FEATURES OF "WHAT IS X OF V?" IN CHINESE
"何 X 之 V" is a object preposition sentence using "之" for repeat indication. On the one hand, it not only is the repeat indicating component of prepositioned object, but also a sign to help people confirm syntactic function. It also can adjust the temperament. On the other hand, it has a function of stress.
Ding Bangxin believes that the basic word order of ancient Chinese is SVO. Sometime, object is prepositioned, and the word order becomes SOV. But it is a special order for "stress".
Shi Yuzhi and Xu Jie think the object preposition in preQin Chinese is a focus expression method. The conversion of word order is a grammatical form of focus expression. Their angles and methods are different, but one point consistent with the author is that object preposition is a method of stress by the conversion of word order.
In "何 X 之 V", the occurrence frequency of "何 X 之 有" is the highest, and also is the most popular form. "何 X 之 为" is also frequently used. It may be related to the usage of "有" and "为".
"有" and "为" are words of frequent use with flexible usage and rich meaning. "有" is a verb if we see it from layout and function, but it is very different from common noun in semantic feature. Ma Jianzhong believes that "有" is "similar to a verb", and it is used "as a verb but not express actions". Yang Shuda called it "incomplete internal verb". Lv Shuxiang has divided verb into four categories: activity, psychological activity, not-very-active activity and inactive activity. " 有 " belongs to the inactive activity. Though they have different opinions on grammatical quality of "有", they basically think "有" is a verb that doesn"t express action. There are two types of meanings: (a) existence, appearance, happened or not happen. (b) have or owe. It is because of the special quality of "有" different from common nouns that make ancients widely use this word with noun, verb, adjective and pronoun.
As one of the most frequently used words with a lot of meanings in ancient Chinese, "为" is a word difficult to grasp its meaning. As it appeared, its use scope and semantic items have been expanded. Originally it means "do", and later it came out of dozens of meanings. In addition to its extended meanings, many meanings are given because of the different objects in the text. In the Seventh Volume of Mashi Wentong, it says: ""为" is a hard word in ancient books. Shi Ci only tells us the meaning of the entire sentence, and doesn"t explain the meaning of "为"". During the Zhou and Qin Dynasty, "为" seemed to be a true all-purpose verb. It has extremely strong combination power with noun, verb, adjective and etc. In the early days of its appearance, the preposition of "何 X" before verb was strictly used. There is only one example it was post-positioned for rhyme (embraced rhyme). It can be seen that the Western Han Dynasty is a transition period. The postposition of " 何 X" was quite universal in people's spoken language.
To the Eastern Han Dynasty, the sentence pattern of "何 X 之 V" was widely used. For example, there are 43 prepositions and 15 postpositions in Lun Heng. I think "何 X 之 V" in written language was an antique phenomenon and not the actual language situation in the Western Han Dynasty, which can be seen from the notes of noters in the Han Dynasty. From the development process, the postposition of "何 X" was basically completed in the Western Han Dynasty and replaced the existence of preposition.
In this sentence pattern it is impossible to appear written language. In the famous works Shishuo Xinyu, there are 3 examples of "何 X 之 V" (9 postposition examples). To sum up, the evolution of "何 X 之 V" was started from the middle and later period of the Warring States. The postposition of "何 X" was developed in the Western Han Dynasty. The evolution was basically ended in the Eastern Han Dynasty.
